SEC TOR CHECKLIS T

Killington Section, Green M t . Club

I covered the ___________________________________________ Trail from
______________________________ to________________________________
on (date):_________________________. Travel time was ______ hours and time on
the trail was ______ hours.
Name of Sector Checker: _____________________________

Please note the location of each problem and return to Herb Ogden (office at 12
North Main Street, Danby VT 05739, home at 214 South End Rd., Mt. Tabor VT
05253-9756, email hogden@vermontel.net).
FOOTWAY
Wet? (would relocation, drainage, puncheon, or rocks be best solution?)
Eroding? Can a waterbar be built?
Waterbars need cleaning out?
Brush growing in? (6' tall person with full pack should be able to pass without brushing against trees
and bushes.)
Blowdown hindering passage? What diameter? (OK to leave an occasional low one to discourage
wheeled traffic or where it forms a waterbar.)
BLAZING (Should be about 6" high by 2" wide with square corners. One blaze above another indicates
caution needed, as at junctions. Even when trees are fully leafed out, one blaze -- but only one -- should be
easily visible from another, when brush is properly cleared.)
Too faded or missing altogether?
Confusing?
Too frequent or sloppy?
Directional arrow needed?
SIGNS (should be near each shelter, trail junction, and road crossing, at least)
Which are missing altogether?
Badly damaged or rotted?
Out of date (for example, mentioning demolished Tamarack Shelter)?
Confusing (why)?
PLEASE FILL OUT OTHER SIDE ALSO!

SHELTERS
Roof leaks?
Foundation broken or rotted?
Windows broken? (Please measure for replacement panes.)
Site map showing outhouse, washpit, water source, LT and side trails? (Sketch one so we can use
the sketch to produce a good-looking map.)
Sign identifying the building?
Outhouse hole too full?
Outhouse toilet seat still usable? (Measure any bench area that needs patching.)
Outhouse door have latches or hooks on both sides?
Hikers' register present? (Please take old one with you if nearly full.)
GMC informational sign present?
GUIDEBOOK DESCRIPTION Accurate?
TRAILHEADS
Signs for LT north and south? (May be just out of sight of road to discourage vandalism.)
GMC informational signs present?
Hikers' register present? (Take old one with you if nearly full.)
TRAIL CORRIDOR (often 500' each side of the trail)
Report all evidence of non-hiking use.
TRAIL CREW SAFETY

Thank you!
Sector checklist.odt

Anyone hurt? How?

